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HARDWARE NOW.
SOFTWARE OVER AND OVER.
In a manufacturing environment where long backlogs and lengthy 
production lead times are the new norm, choosing a lighting system that 
can be updated over time helps to ensure you don’t miss out.

HiViz Connect™ is the communication protocol that enables smart 
features in our new HVC Warning Lights. With HiViz Connect, 
our hardware products become virtually future-proof: feature 
enhancements and updates can be downloaded and sent to your 
warning lights without ever having to take them off the truck. We 
took our inspiration from some of the most forward-thinking car 
manufacturers in the tech space, and have designed a feature set that 
become exponentially advanced with time. The best part? There’s no 
expensive central brain box. It’s all built into the fixtures and does not 
require a secondary electrical system to be installed on your apparatus.

The ability to update the software wirelessly will allow us to roll out 
updates keeping your truck up-to-date.  With HiViz Connect, you can 
spec FireTech® today and receive the latest features the day your truck 
is ready to ship.
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ADVANCED FLASH PATTERN PROGRAMMING
HiViz Connect™ enables features like dimming, ramping, and virtually 
unlimited flexibility in flash pattern selection.

MULTI-VEHICLE SYNCHRONIZATION*
Quickly becoming a requirement in many regions, stay on top of 
new safety regulations with synchronizing flash patterns and rates 
across vehicles.

ACTIVE LOAD MANAGEMENT
Firefighters should never have to work in the dark. Active load  
management ensures the scene and warning light fixtures never 
consume more power than the alternator has capability to produce. 
This allows for the lights to be dimmed rather than just switched off 
if electrical system capacity is exceeded.

AUTOMATIC SYSTEM-WIDE NIGHT MODE
Night modes have been recognized in NFPA 1900 as a possible way to 
reduce chaos and calm the emergency scene. HiViz Connect-enabled 
products automatically enter night mode, slowing the flash rate and 
reducing intensity for the entire system with no user input required.

INTEGRATED DIGITAL ALERTING*+
By transmitting data in to the HAAS Alert Safety Cloud®, millions of 
motorists have the ability to receive a digital notification when you 
are responding on scene to make the roads safer for all.

* Feature to be released in future software updates
**All Soft Flash patterns include an interval where the light emission turns completely off
+Requires active HAAS Alert subscription and optional hardware package (included with 
most new apparatus at no cost)
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Never get caught unaware of your water levels again.
WATER LEVEL OR CHARGE STATUS INDICATOR*

Moisture problems? Not with the FireTech Omen!  Moisture is one 
of the two main killers of lighting products on fire apparatus. Like 
all FireTech fixtures, mechanically affixed venting mechanisms 
allow our factory sealed housings to breathe and remain at a 
neutral pressure. 

SAY GOODBYE TO MOISTURE ISSUES

In 2024, there’s no need to have access to the internal central 
brain of a lightbar. In fact, with the OMEN™, there is no center 
at all. Rotators and giant pieces of plastic are a thing of the past. 
Unlike older lightbar designs, it’s impossible for the center of 
the FireTech® Omen Lightbar to fill with water - It’s like a bucket 
without a bottom. It was designed with a modern exoskeleton 
and multi-color modules to give the ultimate flexibility while 
maintaining a super simple design.

ALL NEW DESIGN & NEW FEATURES

Night modes are a hot topic in the fire service today. The OMEN™ 
Warning Lightbar uses two strategically placed optical sensors to 
calculate proper intensity. Redundant sensors compare data to 
prevent false positives and provide more reliable day/night mode 
selection. What is the best part? The mode setting is global to all 
fixtures connected to the system, so no need to program fixtures 
day/night modes individually!

AUTOMATIC NIGHT MODE

* May require additional hardware, feature to be enabled in future software update

Command On Demand functionality turns your lightbar and any 
fixtures with green LEDs on the apparatus to a steady burning 
green at the press of a button!

COMMAND ON DEMAND™

The traditional 1980’s lightbar design focused on serviceability 
of internal components. We stepped away from that, building 
from the ground up to create the first truly modular design using 
maintenance-free semiconductor tech. With our design, you can 
configure or replace any size traditional lightbar with the FireTech 
OMEN. If you damage the bar, the modular design also allows you 
to replace a modular rather than the whole fixture - reducing cost 
and the need for spare parts.

MODULAR DESIGN
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WHY CHOOSE THE GUARDIAN® SERIES?
BACKED BY THE FIRETECH® LIFETIME WARRANTY
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BACKED BY THE FIRETECH® LIFETIME WARRANTY
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STOCKFIRETECH
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5.65” 2.88”

6.96” 3.86”
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KEY FEATURES
• Same Industry-Standard Footprint and Bolt Patterns as Legacy

Technology Produced by Other Manufacturers

• DOT Compliant Tail Light Modes

• Can Be Purchased in Kits or Individual Fixtures

STOP/TAIL, TURN, BACKUP LIGHTS
The Guardian® Jr Stop/Tail, Turn, and Backup lights are an expansion of the Guardian series of fixtures. They 
can be purchased individually (Stop/Tail, Turn, or Backup), or can be purchased in kits with triple and quad tail 
light housings. These fixtures are an economical addition to your apparatus which allows you to choose all 
fixtures from one lighting manufacturer for your whole apparatus, all backed by the industry’s first Lifetime 
Advance Exchange replacement warranty.

2 Flash Patterns 7 Flash Patterns On / Off

DIMENSIONS FOR QUAD, TRIPLE, SINGLE, & NO BEZEL ASSEMBLIES
7.49

7.42
6.52

1.85

1.35
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15.64
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MARKER LIGHT OPTION
Add an additional circuit with amber LEDs to select modules to function as marker lights 
(available with all BG2S lighting packages).

TRAFFIC DIRECTOR OPTION
Add an array of amber LED circuits to your BG2S to create a synchronized traffic indicator 
across a single (Smart) or multiple (Smart Multi-System) BG2 light fixtures available with 
Smart and Smart Multi-System BG2 lighting packages. 

WARNING LIGHT OPTION
Add an array of colored (red, blue, or amber) LED circuits to your BG2S to create a 
synchronized warning light across a single (Smart) or multiple (Smart Multi-System) BG2S 
light fixtures (available with Smart and Smart Multi-System BG2 lighting packages).

GLOW MODE
Engages the scene BG2S lighting circuit to produce a soft, downward facing glow that is 
suitable for non-mission critical service calls (available on any smart fixture or system). 

GO MODE
Engages spot, flood, and scene BG2S lighting circuits simultaneously with MAX intensity 
that is suitable for mission critical service calls (available on any smart fixture or system).

CRUISE MODE
Engages colored LED circuit only with low-intensity (available with Multi-System BG2S 
Package only). 

OR

SPOT

FLOOD WITH OPTION OF ADDITIONAL MARKER | TRAFFIC | WARNING 

SCENE

The race for the most light is over. In today’s digitally connected world full of distracted drivers, it’s more important to 
use the right type of light in only the correct areas. With the BG2S, every module has the ability to engage spot, flood, 
scene, or colored lights independently. This means you can focus on the big picture of the scene and control the white 
lighting, warning lighting, and traffic director functions from one interconnected system. 

BG2S KEY FEATURES
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STANDALONE CONTROLLER
P/N: FT-BG2S-SAC-001
When you are using a 
single BG2S fixture, the 
Standalone Controller gives 
you the ability to control 
the fixture using 13 pre-
selected input pins.

FT-BG2S-UIP-001

The BG2 Smart lighting system is a solution for firefighters that makes it easier and faster 
to get lights on the scene. It uses optically grouped fixtures, one switch panel location, and 
customizable button panels to help rapidly put light in any area around the truck. You can 
have up to four User Interface Panels installed in different areas of the truck so you can 
easily adjust the lighting no matter where you are on the truck.

Active load management is a unique feature of BG2S systems that ensures the alternator’s 
power matches the amount of power being drawn from the battery. This prevents the 
truck from shutting off and having to work in the dark. The User Interface Panel senses the 
amount of power being drawn and will dim the lights when necessary.

• Control a Full Truck of BG2S Lights from 
One Panel

• Install Multiple Panels to Control System 
From Multiple Locations

• Active Load Management
• Software Configurable

SYSTEM MANAGER
P/N: FT-BG2S-SM-001
When controlling multiple BG2S 
fixtures on one truck, a single 
System Manager connects to all 
of the fixtures and gives you the 
ability to program up to 13 user-
selectable system inputs.

OTHER BG2S CONTROLLER OPTIONS

THE ULTIMATE CONTROL PANEL

KEY FEATURES
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DIMENSIONS

BG2S USER INTERFACE PANEL IN OPT. HOUSING
FT-BG2S-UIP-001-MOUNT

ULTIMATE CONTROL
USER INTERFACE PANEL
Eliminates hassle of apparatus 
electrical integration.

Quickly change between all 
lighting modes across multiple 
light fixtures.

Sync multiple panels together to 
control system from more than 
one location.
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KEY FEATURES

DOMINATE THE
SCENE WITH FIVE
LIGHTS IN ONE
FireTech Brow Lights give you the
right type of lighting for the leading
edge of your apparatus cab. By
combining a long distance spot
beam with multiple flood beams,
your apparatus will have both
range and coverage.

• OPTIONAL MARKER LIGHTS (DOT COMPLIANT) 
Each FireTech® Brow Light has the option of integrated DOT compliant marker lights. These al-
low you to combine six to seven fixtures into one, while maintaining DOT compliance.

• ADJUSTABLE MOUNTS ALONG BODY 
Using our patented rail mounting foot, the FireTech brow lights can be securely attached to the 
cab every 12-18 inches, preventing the housing from flexing and preserving fixture integrity over 
time.

• ALL ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION 
FireTech brow lights are manufactured from a solid billet of aluminum which offers superior 
structural rigidity and thermal dissipation.
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3.31”
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• Industry Standard Sizes
• Multiple Output Options
• Widespread Precision Optics

KEY FEATURES

MORE LIGHT WHILE DRAWING LESS POWER

GUARDIAN OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
RETROFIT GASKET
ADD RGKIT TO THE END OF P/N

BEZEL DELETE GASKET
ADD -BDKIT TO THE END OF P/N

The Guardian Elite produces as much measurable light as other fixtures in the fire industry that advertise 
20,000 lumens of output. However, the Guardian Elite produces that light using close to 90 watts (7.5A) 
LESS power per fixture, at 12V DC. What does this mean for you? In the world of modern electronics, the 
capacity of the 12V chassis electrical system is often quickly consumed. When building a truck with lots of 
DC loads, you will be less likely to experience amperage load chart or electrical system limitations due to 
the scene lighting package using an ultra-efficient fixture like the FireTech® Guardian Elite!

Less Power = Less Heat. By keeping the circuit temperature low, the FireTech Guardian Series can offer 
sustained light output regardless of runtime on your incident.

For replacing legacy fixtures that 
had a different sized cutout/bolt 
pattern.  Covers old or oversized 
holes in the apparatus body.

Allows for the installation of Guardian/Guardian 
Elite Scene Light without the chrome bezel for a 
reduced mounting profile.
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DIMENSIONS

SEMI-RECESSED SCENE LIGHT
The FireTech® FT-MB-2.15-*-CPREC is a 150 Watt 
Semi-Recessed FireTech Double Stack MiniBrow® 
light. This fixture mounts easily to the side of 
your apparatus and maintains the fixture’s native 
adjustability. Once it’s installed, just aim the light 
where you need it and lock down the mounting 
feet. The FT-MB-2.15-CPREC is the perfect addition 
to the side of any apparatus, new or old.

• Requires Less Than 2.5” Mounting Depth
• Multiple Output Options
• Wide Spread Precision Optics

KEY FEATURES

FT-MB-2.15-**-*-CPREC
**-OPTICS (S, F, FT) *-HOUSING COLOR (B, W)
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24.53” 

4.72” 

3.22 
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MODELS

KEY FEATURES
• Heavy Duty and Ultra Durable
• Ultra Low Profile Design
• LED Color Options Available

7.5”

FT-CU-HD7.5-* | 9 LEDS | 71 EFFECTIVE LM

12”

FT-CU-HD12-* | 21 LEDS | 207 EFFECTIVE LM

24”

FT-CU-HD24-* | 48 LEDS | 379 EFFECTIVE LM

36”

FT-CU-HD36-* | 75 LEDS | 686 EFFECTIVE LM

48”

FT-CU-HD48-* | 96 LEDS | 743 EFFECTIVE LM

.59”

.92”

7.5”–48” 

DURABLE, SLIM, AND NOW WITH COLORED LEDS
Looking to add more function and style to your new apparatus? We’ve got you covered! The upgraded HD strip 
lights are now available with new color LED options that are sure to fit any needs. Choose between a combo red & 
white LED for more flexibility or a single circuit red, blue, or green output. Completely waterproof, the new HD strip 
light can confidently be used inside or outside of the apparatus.
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4.13”/105mm
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MOBILE / PORTABLE LED SCENE LIGHTING
NIGHT SCAN LIGHT TOWERS

Chief Chief Profiler Powerlite

Powerlite Xtreme Powerlite Profiler Vertical Complete
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WHY CHOOSE FIRETECH LIGHTS 
IN YOUR LIGHT TOWER
• Symmetrical optics put more light on target
• Higher luminous efficacy means less

energy consumed
• Superior warranty covers you for life
• Available in AC or DC

SHAPE OF LIGHT MATTERS
HiViz LED Lighting® designs purpose-built fixtures for light tower applications. Traditional LED scene lights project light 
down and out, which works great when fix-mounted to the body of a truck. However, when traditional fixtures are tilted 
down (like on a light tower), the majority of light generated (lumens) ends up on the roof of the apparatus. If the fixtures 
are tilted backwards, the down-angled optics end up shining up and the beam ends up totally useless to the firefighter. 
Choosing FireTech® symmetrical optics on light towers will ensure that every lumen created at the source is converted 
into useful lux on target.

OTHER MANUFACTURERS’ ASYMMETRICAL OPTICS FIRETECH SYMMETRICAL OPTICS

LIGHT TOWER FIXTURES
LIGHT TOWER FIXTURES
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SIRION - 110K LUMENS

X-200 - 20K LUMENS

X-200 4x
Chief 1.0 | 1.8 | 2.3

80,000 Lumens

27.5”/699mm

Beam Pattern
Triple - Spot / Short & Long Flood

Sirion 2x
Vertical 5.4-17 | 6-20 | 7-25 | 8-30

220,000 Lumens

42”/1,067mm

Beam Pattern
Double - Spot / Flood
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 10.13” 

 4.45” 
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KEY FEATURES
• Indicate Key Aerial Statuses
• Support up to 5 Ladder Sections
• Choose Any Color/Mode

LIMITLESS FUNCTIONALITY
Adding the Pixel Ladder Light to your fire apparatus aerial device brings a whole new level of sophistication. Each 
LED in the system is individually controlled by our System Manager, and gives you the ability to choose from a 
variety of functions on-the-fly. These functions can be solid colors to illuminate the ladder rungs or can be tied 
to a variety of functions* to indicate certain aerial device statuses. These can include things like flashing when 
the aerial is in motion, changing colors to indicate when certain load limits are reached, or visually indicating 
emergency-evacuation or water flowing. 

In addition to functionality associated with firefighting, we know aerial devices are often used in parades 
or community support functions. Supporting the local high school on game night? Fly the school colors! 
Celebrating Breast Cancer Awareness Month? At the tap of a button, turn the aerial Pink! You can even 
choose things like “Rocket” or “Twinkle” or “American Flag” all without ever losing the primary function of 
being the best darn aerial rung light ever produced for a fire apparatus. 

CHOOSE YOUR FLASH PATTERN
Program any input wire to act as a flashing indicator. 
This can be wig/wag, scrolling, or blinking and can be 
used to indicate a variety of aerial conditions. 

CHOOSE THE INTENSITY
The entire system is dimmable and can be configured 
to come on at a variety of intensities.

CHOOSE ANY COLOR 
The system manager allows for user-programmable selection 
of any “solid” color or combination of colors (white, red, blue, 
green, orange, pink, rainbow, red/white/blue, etc.).

FT-PXL-61
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AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS
FULL
Entire light strip on. Color can be any RGB 
value or white.

WIPE 
LEDs incrementally turn on going up/down 
the light strip at a selected rate, creating the 
effect of lights “wiping” up/down the ladder.

FLASH
Entire light strip flashes on and off at a 
selected rate.

RAINBOW
Entire light strip turns on and flows rainbow 
colors up/down the ladder.

WIGWAG
Even/odd groups of the light strip flash 
on and off at a selected rate.

TWINKLE
Random LEDs along the light strip twinkle 
on and off at a selected rate, ramping up in 
brightness to the “full” state and then back 
down during the twinkle duration.

The Pixel Controller (sold separately), otherwise known as the “System Manager,” has 10 user-programmable input 
wires. These wires can be assigned to any of the above functions or colors. Apparatus manufacturers can then assign 
switches or outputs from their electrical system to energize any of the 10 pre-selected functions. 

Installation of this product requires engineering support from both the apparatus manufacturer and the FireTech 
team. Training will be provided to any interested apparatus OEM at no cost. This product may or may not be 
compatible with certain applications or aerial devices. Custom programming, functionality, and integration support 
are available to apparatus OEMs. 

PIXEL CONTROLLER | FT-PXL-SM-001

PIXEL CONTROLLER
VOLTAGE RANGE 9-32V DC
OPERATING TEMP. -40C TO 60C
INGRESS PROTECTION RATING IP67 AND IP6K9K
RS4-85 BAUD 19,200
DIMENSIONS 4.680” x 5.240” x 1.420”
HARNESS CONNECTORS DEUTSCH DTM06-12SA + DTM06-12SB

PIXEL LADDER LIGHT STRIPS
VOLTAGE RANGE 9-32V DC
AMP DRAW (@12V) .78A
OPERATING TEMP. -40C TO 60C
INGRESS PROTECTION RATING IP67 AND IP6K9K
DIMENSIONS 60.94” x 0.85” x 0.39”

**NOT TO SCALE, PLEASE SCALE BEFOR PRINTING**
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FireTech Pixel Ladder
Light System Manager

FT-PXL-SM-001

hivizleds.com, 703-662-3458, support@hivizleds.com
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Contact Us
Complete a Contact Form

CONTACT YOUR SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE TODAY

ISO 9001:2015

WILL-BURT NORTH AMERICA
WORLD HEADQUARTERS

INTEGRATED TOWER SYSTEMS
A WILL-BURT COMPANY

WILL-BURT 
GERMANY

WILL-BURT 
UNITED KINGDOM

401 Collins Boulevard, Orrville, OH USA 44667
Telephone: +1 330 682 7015

Mast Customer Service: +1 330 684 4000
Fax: +1 330 684 1190
Email: info@willburt.com

2703 Dawson Road
Tulsa, OK 74110

Telephone: +1 800 850 8535
Fax: +1 918 749 8537

Email: programs@itstowers.com

Fischergasse 25
D-91344 Waischenfeld, Germany

Telephone: +49 9202 180
Fax: +49 9202 1811

Email: info@willburt.com

Unit 5b, Station Approach
Four Marks, Alton Hampshire, GU34 5HN, 

United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0) 1403 265532

Fax: +44 (0) 1403 259072 / Email: info@willburt.com

WILL-BURT ASIA
SINGAPORE SALES OFFICE

WILL-BURT 
TÜRKÍYE

CLARK MASTS
A WILL-BURT COMPANY

1 Fullerton Road, #02-01 One Fullerton,  
Singapore 049213

Telephone: +65 6832 5689
Fax: +65 6722 0664 / Email: info@willburt.com

Ahi Evran OSB Mahallesi,  
Nahcivan Caddesi, No: 8/2, Sincan, Ankara 06935

Telephone: +90 535 662 9060 / Fax: +90 312 502 6970
Email: info@willburt.com

18-20 Ringwood Road, Binstead, Isle of Wight, PO33 3PA, England
Telephone: +44 (0) 1983 563691/567090

Fax: +44 (0) 1983 566643/811157
E-mail: sales@clarkmasts.com

The Will-Burt Company, headquartered in Orrville, Ohio, USA, is the world’s premier manufacturer of mobile telescoping masts, towers and pan and tilt positioners. We offer virtually every mobile payload 
elevation and integration solution for defense, government, first responders, cellular and mobile, broadcast, energy production and other markets.  Will-Burt also offers contract manufacturing, metal 

fabrication, powder-coating, and rapid prototyping services.  Will-Burt is an international company with offices and manufacturing in the USA, England, and Germany along with offices in Singapore and 
a joint venture in Turkey.  All Will-Burt Company manufacturing locations are backed by a certified ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System.  Incorporated in 1918, Will-Burt is 100% employee-

owned and is classified as a small business.

© April, 2024 The Will-Burt Company


